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Abstract. We used an individual-based model to identify how localized patterns of
woodland invasions by exotic shrubs are likely influenced by (1) observed variation in age at
first reproduction and fecundity, (2) hypothesized effects of canopy gaps on these life-history
traits and dispersal, and (3) initial establishment location. Rates of spread accelerated nearly
twofold as age at first reproduction decreased from eight to three years or fecundity increased
from 3 to 20 offspring per year, illustrating the need to better understand the factors that
influence these life-history traits. Canopy gaps facilitated spread by influencing these life-
history traits, but not through their effects on dispersal. Invasions starting at the woodland
center spread more rapidly than do those starting along the woodland edge. These findings
suggest that managers should not only prioritize the removal of shrubs that reproduce the
earliest or produce the most offspring, but they should also focus on the invasions in
woodlands with high canopy openness and/or that are located in woodland interiors.
Investigated factors also affected other invasion characteristics, often in surprising ways. For
example, those changes in age at first reproduction and fecundity that increased the rate of
spread produced nonparallel patterns of change in the proportions of invasion reproducing,
whether or not invasions exhibited clumped or scattered spatial arrangements, and invasional
lag. Additionally, canopy gaps influenced these characteristics by increasing fecundity, but not
by decreasing age at first reproduction or altering dispersal, suggesting that canopy gaps affect
local patterns of exotic-shrub invasions primarily through their positive effects on fruit
production.

Key words: age at first reproduction; canopy gaps; complex systems; dispersal; exotic shrubs; fecundity;
individual-based models; invasional lag; woodland invasions; woodland management.

INTRODUCTION

Many consider invasions by exotic, shade-tolerant

shrubs into North American woodlands to be a threat to

biodiversity (Woods 1993, Catling and Porebski 1994,

Hutchinson and Vankat 1997, Silander and Klepeis

1999, Mascaro and Schnitzer 2007). With such a large

interest in controlling these species (Hartman and

McCarthy 2004, Delanoy and Archibold 2007, Hene-

ghan et al. 2009), it is perhaps surprising that not more is

known about the factors that determine the speed and

pattern of their invasions. As with invasions by other

types of species (Lodge 1993, Williamson 1996), life-

history traits and sensitivity to environmental conditions

are likely to be major contributing factors. Empirical

studies of these factors can be difficult, and often

unfeasible, due to the decadal scales over which these

invasions occur (Martin et al. 2009). While long-term

studies will inevitably increase our understanding of

these invasions, insights into how to best manage them

need to be generated before such long-term studies can

be completed.

To generate such insights, we developed an individ-

ual-based model (IBM) based largely on observations of

four exotic shrub species currently invading North

American woodlands: Berberis thunbergii DC. (Japanese

barberry), Frangula alnus Mill (glossy buckthorn),

Lonicera maackii (Rupr.) Herder (Amur honeysuckle),

and Rhamnus cathartica L. (European buckthorn)

(Woods 1993, Catling and Porebski 1994, Hutchinson

and Vankat 1997, Silander and Klepeis 1999, Mascaro

and Schnitzer 2007). IBMs can have great utility in

ecological research (Grimm and Railsback 2005). The

rule-based nature of IBMs can facilitate investigations

when precise mathematical relationships between model

parameters and outputs are unknown. The complex,

nonlinear interactions simulated in IBMs can reveal

emergent/system-level properties that would go unde-
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tected with other analytical modeling or empirical

approaches. IBMs can also produce multiple outputs

simultaneously more easily than can purely analytical

mathematical models (Higgins and Richardson 1996,

Higgins et al. 1996), thus providing a deeper under-

standing of the ecological processes being modeled.

The specific objectives of this research were to

discover how (1) the high level of variation reported in

the ecological literature for two life-history traits of

exotic shrubs (age at first reproduction and fecundity [as

defined in the Modeling variation in age at first

production and fecundity subsection of the Methods

section]); (2) the effects of canopy gaps on these life-

history traits and/or dispersal; and (3) initial establish-

ment location may influence the invasion patterns of

exotic shrub into light-limited woodlands. Meeting these

objectives will increase our understanding of, and

generate new hypotheses into, the factors that drive

woodland shrub invasions and will guide us in learning

how to best manage and control them (Caplat et al.

2012).

Estimates of age at first reproduction and fecundity

are highly variable for exotic shrubs, even within

species. For example, estimates for age at first

reproduction range from 4 to 20 years in R. cathartica

(Godwin 1943, Gourley 1985, Grubb et al. 1999) and

from 3 to 8 years in L. maackii (Deering and Vankat

1999). Estimates of annual fruit production range

from 200 to 1800 fruits�individual�1�yr�1 for B.

thunbergii (Silander and Klepeis 1999) and from 300

to 1800 fruits�individual�1�yr�1 for F. alnus (Godwin

1936, Medan 1994). Since these traits affect popula-

tion growth and rate of spread (Higgins et al. 1996),

we wanted to determine how this high variability may

impact patterns of shrub invasion.

We also investigated the effects of canopy gaps, a

major driver of change in woodland communities

(Runkle 1985, Moore and Vankat 1986, Whitmore

1989, Yamamoto 1992), on patterns of shrub invasions.

The positive responses of both native and exotic shrubs

to canopy gaps (or increased light availability) (Huen-

neke 1983, Dunn 1986, Harrington et al. 1989a, b, Hicks

and Hustin 1989, Grubb et al. 1996), as well as the

higher densities of exotic shrubs observed in gaps

compared to areas beneath closed canopies (Burnham

and Lee 2010, Whitfeld et al. 2013), suggest that canopy

gaps facilitate invasions.

We modeled two mechanisms by which canopy gaps

might influence shrub invasions (see Plate 1): (1) Shrubs

reproduce earlier and/or have more offspring when

growing within a gap than when growing beneath a

closed canopy. Such differences have been observed in

invaded woodlands (Silander and Klepeis 1999, Burn-

ham and Lee 2010). (2) Canopy gaps influence dispersal.

Birds are major vectors of seed dispersal for exotic

shrubs (Godwin 1936, Ingold and Craycraft 1983,

Harrington and Howell 1990, Archibold et al. 1997,

Silander and Klepeis 1999), and seeds from bird-

dispersed plants (including exotic shrubs) occur at

higher densities within gaps and along gap and

woodland edges than in areas beneath closed canopies

(Hoppes 1988, Bartuszevige and Gorchov 2006, McCay

and McCay 2009). Increased density of exotic shrubs

within gaps relative to closed canopies may therefore

reflect these gap-related dispersal biases. Given the

potential of canopy gaps to affect shrub dispersal,

models that represent dispersal as an exponential decay

function extending equally in all directions from a

parent plant, while appropriate in some contexts

(Harper 1977, Okubo and Levin 1989), may not be

applicable to exotic-shrub invasions.

Although exotic plants (including exotic shrubs)

appear to be more abundant along woodland edges

than in woodland interiors, invasions can start at either

location (Gysel 1951, Moran 1984, Matlack 1994, Luken

and Thieret 1996, Silander and Klepeis 1999, Yates et al.

2004, Kurylo et al. 2007, Martin et al. 2009, Burnham

and Lee 2010). Since ecological processes vary in

relation to woodland edges (Murcia 1995), we simulated

invasions in which initial establishment occurred either

in the center or along the edge of a woodland.

METHODS

In addition to the description below, we describe our

model using the Overview, Design concepts, and Details

(ODD) protocol (Grimm et al. 2010) in Appendix A,

and we provide the model pseudo code in Appendix B.

Our model, which was developed using NetLogo v. 4.1.3

(Wilensky 1999), is provided in the Supplement. Model

entities, entity parameters, factors, and factor levels are

listed in Table 1.

Model overview and study design

Our model represented an approximately 10-ha

circular woodland composed of 101 237 1-m2 patches

(cells) each assumed to equally support exotic shrubs

(Fig. 1). This assumption is based on the similar levels of

seed germination, seedling establishment, and survival

observed for exotic shrubs under a wide range of light

conditions (Grime 1977, Luken and Mattimiro 1991,

Tanentzap and Bazely 2009). The size and shape of the

woodland were dictated by the computational complex-

ity of our model (simulation times ranged between 1 and

135 min) and to minimize edge effects. Patches beyond

the woodland were assumed to be non-suitable habitat.

The model woodland experienced canopy-gap dynamics

typical for deciduous forests of eastern North American

as described by Runkle (1982). After 20 years, a single

patch became invaded. To signify this invasion, we

placed a single shrub on the invaded patch. We waited

20 years to initiate invasion so that any systematic

pattern in canopy-gap dynamics that may have occurred

early in the simulation did not affect model outcomes.

After reaching maturity, the shrub (i.e., invaded patch)

started to produce offspring that dispersed to, and

established on, other patches; these patch colonists then
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produced offspring after reaching maturity. This process

repeated until 50% of the woodland became invaded, at

which time the simulation ceased. Therefore, the model

categorized patches as invaded or not, and did not

incorporate intraspecific competition.

Four response variables (rate of spread, proportion of

the invasion reproducing, spatial arrangement, and

invasional lag) were quantified in 10 replicates of each

of 36 invasion scenarios (Table 2). Scenarios spanned all

possible combinations of two or three levels of the

following four factors: age at first reproduction (early,

late, or gap dependent), fecundity (low, high, or gap

dependent), dispersal (random or gap dependent), and

initial establishment location (woodland center or

woodland edge), yielding a 3 3 3 3 2 3 2 complete

factorial design.

Modeling canopy-gap dynamics

Our model assumed that (1) canopy gaps form at a

rate of 1.0 6 0.5% (mean 6 SD) of the woodland per

year, (2) gaps are elliptical, (3) gap size (m2) follows a

lognormal distribution (mean 6 SD¼ 4.60 6 0.96), and

(4) gap longevity is 10 years (Runkle 1982). The fourth

assumption is based upon the fact that rates of vertical

tree growth can reach 1 m/yr (Runkle 1982). Trees

growing within a gap would therefore be taller than, and

block light to, most invasive shrubs after 10 years.

Prior to the start of each simulation, canopy gaps

were randomly placed throughout the woodland until at

least 10% of the patches were within gaps (Runkle 1982).

The directionality, area, and dimensions of these gaps

were randomly assigned with the following constraints:

(1) To prevent the formation of extremely large gaps

relative to the size of the woodland (e.g., gaps caused by

wildfires, etc.), gap area was truncated just above the

upper end of the 95% CI for the abovementioned

lognormal distribution (e6.593¼ 730 m2). (2) So that gaps

were not unrealistically thin, gaps were never allowed to

be more than three times as long as they were wide. (3)

Gaps extending beyond the woodland were partial

ellipses. (See Appendix C for a more detailed explana-

tion.) The longevity of all patches within an individual

gap was then randomly set from 1 to 10 years so that the

woodland resembled one already experiencing canopy-

gap dynamics.

Each year, the longevity of patches within an already

existing gap was reduced by one year. A gap closed when

the longevity of its patches reached 0. A random number

TABLE 1. Model entities, entity parameters, factors, and factor levels.

Entities and factors Definition

Entities and entity parameters

Canopy gap

Size Area (m2) of gap chosen randomly from a log-normal distribution.
Directionality The bearing at which the longest radius of the elliptical gap lies.
Dimensions The sizes (m) of the longest and shortest radii of the elliptical gap.

Patch

Longevity The number of years until the canopy gap in which the patch lies will close.
State Defines where a patch is relative to canopy gaps.

Gap A patch lying within a canopy gap.
Canopy A patch lying outside of a canopy gap (i.e., beneath a closed canopy).
Edge A canopy patch lying �9 m from the edge of a canopy gap.
Closed A canopy patch lying .9 m from the edge of a canopy gap.

Shrub (i.e., invaded patch)

Age (yr) The number of years that the patch on which the shrub lies has been invaded.
Time until reproduction (yr) The number of years left before the patch that the shrub lies on starts to reproduce.
Fecundity The number of offspring the patch on which the shrub lies produces annually.

Factors and factor levels

Age at first reproduction

Early All shrubs start to reproduce at three years of age.
Late All shrubs start to reproduce at eight years of age.
Gap dependent Shrubs reproduce at three years if they are in a canopy gap and at eight years if they

are beneath a closed canopy.
Fecundity

High All reproductive shrubs produce 20 offspring per year.
Low All reproductive shrubs produce three offspring per year.
Gap dependent Reproductive shrubs produce 20 offspring per year if they are in a canopy gap and 3

offspring per year if they are beneath a closed canopy.
Dispersal

Random Offspring disperse to patches at randomly selected distances and directions.
Gap dependent Offspring disperses to patches lying at a randomly selected distance, but direction is

biased towards gaps over edges or closed patches at a 4:2:1 ratio.
Initial establishment location

Center Invasion starts at the center of the woodland.
Edge Invasion starts at the edge of the woodland.
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was then selected from a normal distribution (mean 6

SD¼ 1.0 6 0.5%), and new gaps were then generated (as

described in the previous paragraph) until the percent-

age of patches contained within new gaps was at least

equal to this randomly selected value (Runkle 1982). In

contrast to the gaps formed during model setup, the

longevity of patches within these new gaps was set to 10

years. When gaps overlapped either during model setup

or simulations, the longevity of the patches within the

overlapping area was set to the value of the gap with the

greatest longevity (i.e., the most recent/youngest gap).

Modeling variation in age at first reproduction

and fecundity

We evaluated how variation in age at first reproduc-

tion and fecundity affected invasion patterns by

modeling scenarios where each life-history trait was

either constant (one of two levels) or variable (gap

dependent). The variation in these traits was selected

from the ecological literature to determine how sensitive

model outcomes were to the high level of variability

reported for a range of invasive shrub species, not to

mimic any specific shrub species.

If age at first reproduction was constant, shrubs (i.e.,

invaded patches) reproduced after three years (early) or

eight years (late): the range reported for the invasive

shrub L. maackii (Deering and Vankat 1999). We chose

this range, although larger ranges were reported for

other invasive shrubs (Godwin 1943, Gourley 1985,

Grubb et al. 1999), so as to be conservative when

estimating the sensitivity of invasion patterns to

variation in this life-history trait. Once a value of three

or eight years was assigned, the time remaining until the

shrub became reproductive was reduced by one year at

each model iteration until the value reached 0; the shrub

then produced offspring annually thereafter (Godwin

1943, Luken and Mattimiro 1991, Grubb et al. 1999). At

each model iteration, the shrub’s age also increased by

one year.

Fecundity was defined as the number of seeds

produced annually (once a shrub reached age at first

reproduction) that yielded seedlings that would colonize

another patch. If fecundity was constant, reproductive

shrubs either produced 3 or 20 dispersing offspring per

year (low or high fecundity, respectively). We based

fecundity values on several assumptions supported by

observations of invasive shrubs. First, seed bank densities

(SB) in an R. cathartica thicket ranged from 250 to 2250

seeds/m2 (B.V., III, Iannone, L.G. Umek, L. Heneghan,

and D.H. Wise, unpublished data). Other shrub invasions

produce similar seed bank densities (Ingold and Craycraft

1983, Archibold et al. 1997, Silander and Klepeis 1999).

Secondly, since the seed bank likely represents only 90%
of the seeds produced in that area (i.e., the other 10%
dispersed elsewhere [Archibold et al. 1997, Silander and

Klepeis 1999]), we assumed (total number of seeds

produced)/m2 ¼ SB/0.9. Thus the number of seeds

dispersing outside of an invaded patch (Sout) is

Sout ;
SB

0:9
� SB

which yields a range of 28 (when SB¼ 250) to 250 (when

SB ¼ 2250) seeds leaving an invaded patch per year.

Thirdly, assuming that only 10% of Sout become

established as seedlings (Tanentzap and Bazely 2009),

reproducing shrubs in our model produced between 3

and 25 offspring per year. (In order to be conservative in

estimating the sensitivity of invasion patterns to

variation in seed production, we used a value of 20

offspring per year for high levels of fecundity).

The third level of each life-history trait was gap

dependent, and hence varied spatially and temporally.

When age at first reproduction was gap dependent,

shrubs reproduced after three years if they occurred

within a gap and after eight years if they occurred

beneath a closed canopy. When fecundity was gap

dependent, reproductive shrubs produced 20 offspring

per year if they occurred within a gap and 3 offspring

per year if they occurred beneath a closed canopy. This

variation reflects observed differences for these life-

history traits between exotic shrubs growing in canopy

gaps and beneath closed canopies (Silander and Klepeis

1999, Burnham and Lee 2010).

In simulations where age at first reproduction was gap

dependent, we assumed that the amount of energy

required for reproduction was equivalent across all

patches, and was attained after three years beneath a

gap and after eight years beneath a closed canopy. The

time remaining until first reproduction for a shrub

therefore changed when the invaded patch on which it

lay changed from closed to gap or vice versa. We

modeled this change as follows:

TRnew ¼ 1� ARold � TRold

ARold

� �� �
3 ARnew

where TRnew and TRold are the times remaining until

reproduction in the new and old state, respectively; and

ARnew and ARold are the ages at first reproduction in the

new and old state, respectively. Under gap-dependent

levels of fecundity, the fecundity of a shrub changed

when the state of the patch on which it lay changed from

closed to gap or vice versa.

Modeling dispersal

When dispersal was random, each offspring would

disperse independently to a patch lying at a randomly

selected direction and distance. Direction was chosen

from a uniform distribution (range ¼ 0–3598), and

distance (D) was chosen from the following exponential

decay function:

D ¼ 1ffiffiffi
R
p

where R is a random number from a uniform

distribution ranging between 0 and 1 (Fig. 2; Harper

1977). Dispersal patterns for offspring of the exotic
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shrub B. thunbergii exhibit this shape (Silander and

Klepeis 1999).

If, however, dispersal was gap dependent, the

probability ( p) of an offspring dispersing to a particular

kind of patch was ranked as follows: p(gap) . p(edge) .

p(closed), where ‘‘gap’’ was a patch located within a

canopy gap, ‘‘edge’’ was a patch that lay �9 m from the

edge of a gap or the woodland (i.e., extended gap from

Runkle [1982]), and ‘‘closed’’ was a patch that lay .9 m

from the edge of a gap or the woodland. Our algorithm

of gap-dependent dispersal (Fig. 3) produced ratios for

the likelihood of dispersing to a gap over an edge or a

closed canopy of 4:2:1 that therefore reflect relative seed

densities for bird-dispersed plants in relation to canopy

gaps (Hoppes 1988, Bartuszevige and Gorchov 2006,

McCay and McCay 2009). Offspring only dispersed to

the patch lying at the first selected direction and distance

if it was a gap. Otherwise, a new direction would be

randomly chosen up to four more times if this patch was

closed, and up to two more times if it was an edge. New

distances were not chosen to prevent biasing dispersal to

small distances. Offspring would disperse to a patch

lying in one of the newly selected directions if it was a

gap. When the patch lying at one of the newly selected

directions was an edge, up to two more directions would

be chosen if the edge was lying at the first or second

FIG. 1. Visualization of 10-ha circular model woodland after 50% of the woodland becomes invaded. The gray area
surrounding the woodland is non-suitable habitat. White ellipses are newly formed canopy gaps. Darker ellipses are older canopy
gaps that are closer to closing (i.e., have smaller values for longevity). Black dots signify invaded patches. Orange dots signify
invaded patches that have become reproductive. Variation in area : edge ratios (i.e., scattering vs. clumping) is also shown for
invasions starting at the panel (A) center and panel (B) edge of the woodland.
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selected direction, and one more direction would be

chosen if the edge was lying at the third. Offspring then

dispersed in the direction of, and established on, the

highest-ranked patch. Gap-dependent dispersal there-

fore assumed that the probability of an offspring

dispersing to a specific patch type (gap, edge, or closed)

was positively related to the abundance of that patch

type at a selected distance.

Under both random and gap-dependent dispersal, the

patch to which the offspring dispersed became invaded if

it was not already occupied; however, the invasion did

not spread if the patch to which the offspring dispersed

was already invaded. When the selected patch lay

beyond the woodland border, the offspring dispersed

elsewhere and no longer affected the invasion in the

model landscape.

Response variables: descriptors of model behavior

At the end of each simulation, we measured four

response variables of practical importance to the

management of exotic shrubs. First, the rate of spread

was defined as the number of years that it took for 50%

of the woodland to become invaded (Time50). Second,

we measured the proportion of invaded patches

reproducing (Proprepr). As the population demography

shifts in favor of reproductive individuals, the likelihood

increases that the invasion will spread elsewhere in the

landscape (Higgins and Richardson 1999) and produce a

dense seed bank, which likely would promote reinvasion

(Drayton and Primack 1999, Adams and Galatowitsch

2006). Third, we measured the area : edge ratio, where

area was the number of invaded patches and edge was

the number of uninvaded patches that bordered at least

one invaded patch. As invasions become more scattered

(i.e., as area : edge ratios decrease; Fig. 1), it becomes

more likely that individual shrubs will be overlooked

during removal efforts (Zamora et al. 1989) and

therefore contribute to the spread and persistence of

the invasion (Auld and Coote 1980, Mack 1985, Moody

and Mack 1988). Fourth, we quantified invasional lags

(Lag), which are defined as slower-than-expected rates

of spread that are independent of the slow rates

associated with early stages of exponential growth

(Higgins and Richardson 1996, Crooks 2005). Inva-

sional lags are observed across a wide range of invasions

(Crooks 2005), including those of woody species into

woodlands (Frappier et al. 2003, Wangen and Webster

2006). While lags can provide valuable ‘‘windows of

opportunity’’ for control, they also prevent the identi-

fication of problematic species (Crooks 2005, Wangen

FIG. 2. Dispersal distance in relation to the randomly
selected value R.

TABLE 2. Invasion scenarios (i.e., treatment combinations) for three of the four investigated
factors.

Treatment
combination

Level of age at
first reproduction

Fecundity
level

Dispersal
level

1 late low gap dependent
2 early low gap dependent
3 gap dependent low gap dependent
4 late high gap dependent
5 early high gap dependent
6 gap dependent high gap dependent
7 late gap dependent gap dependent
8 early gap dependent gap dependent
9 gap dependent gap dependent gap dependent
10 late low random
11 early low random
12 gap dependent low random
13 late high random
14 early high random
15 gap dependent high random
16 late gap dependent random
17 early gap dependent random
18 gap dependent gap dependent random

Notes: These 18 treatment combinations were each run for an invasion started at either the
woodland edge or the woodland center, resulting in a total of 36 invasion scenarios. Ten replicate
simulations of each scenario were used to assess the effects of each factor on the pattern of invasion
(N¼ 360 initial simulations).
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and Webster 2006). Therefore, determining the factors

that contribute to invasional lags is vital to the

understanding of biological invasions (Higgins and

Richardson 1996, Crooks 2005). Our model can

generate such insights, since it does not assume constant

rates of intrinsic growth or spread, as many invasion

models do (Higgins et al. 1996, Williamson 1996). To

estimate Lag we first calculated the square root of the

area predicted to be invaded each year up to Time50 if

there were no invasional lag (
ffiffiffiffi
Lt

p
, which exhibits a linear

relationship over time), and then subtracted the square

root of the actual area invaded (
ffiffiffiffiffi
At

p
) (Hastings 1996,

Crooks and Soulé 1999, Crooks 2005). Lag was then

defined as (Fig. 4)

Lag ¼
X
ð
ffiffiffiffi
Lt

p
�

ffiffiffiffiffi
At

p
Þ

Time50

:

Analyses of model outcomes

We determined whether varying age at first reproduc-

tion, fecundity, dispersal, or initial establishment loca-

tion affected each response variable using ANCOVA-

style analyses. The distance from the first invaded patch

to the nearest gap (square-root transformed) was

included as a covariate. Only main effects and two-

way interactions were considered, since the number of

simulation combinations for higher-order interactions

(12–36) prohibited meaningful interpretations. (See

Table 3 for further details.) In order to identify

FIG. 3. Flowchart describing the effects of canopy gaps on the dispersal of offspring (i.e., the algorithm used to model gap-
dependent dispersal).
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mechanisms that produced model outcomes (Grimm

1999), we also conducted follow-up simulations by

assuming random dispersal and initial establishment

location in the center of the woodland (unless otherwise

noted), measured other outputs, and conducted further

statistical tests. For all analyses we used PRIMER 6

v. 6.1.12 (Anderson et al. 2008) or R v. 2.14.1 (R

Development Core Team 2011).

RESULTS

Variation among levels of age at first reproduction,

fecundity, dispersal, and initial establishment location

affected invasion patterns to a much greater extent than

did any interactions among these factors. Therefore, we

focused on these much larger main effects. (Interactions

are summarized in Appendix D.)

Objective 1: determining the effects of varying age at first

reproduction and fecundity

Lowering age at first reproduction from eight to three

years, or increasing fecundity from 3 to 20 offspring per

year (changes that increase intrinsic rates of growth)

nearly doubled rates of spread (i.e., decreased Time50;

Table 3, Fig. 5A and B). In contrast to this pattern of

parallel effects on the rate of spread, decreasing age at

first reproduction and increasing fecundity had opposite

effects on all other response variables (Table 3, Fig. 5A

and B). Follow-up simulations where we varied either

age at first reproduction (early and late) or fecundity

(low and high), while holding the other factor at a

constant, intermediate level (age at first reproduction¼6

years and fecundity ¼ 12 offspring per year; N ¼ 20

follow-up simulations), revealed why these nonparallel

changes occurred.

Proportion of the invasion reproducing (Proprepr).—

Decreasing the age of first reproduction allowed more

shrubs (i.e., invaded patches) to reach reproductive age

by the end of a simulation (Time50), causing the

proportion of patches reproducing (Proprepr) to increase

by 0.09 (Table 3, Fig. 5A). In contrast, increasing

fecundity, by accelerating rates of spread, caused shrubs

to be younger by Time50 (mean shrub age at Time50 for

low and high fecundity¼ 15.7 6 0.2 years and 7.9 6 0.2

years, respectively; Wilcoxon rank sum test, W¼ 0, P¼
0.0002), resulting in a 0.18 decrease in Proprepr (Table 3,

Fig. 5B).

Clumping or degree of scatter (area : edge ratio).—The

nonparallel effects of decreasing age at first reproduc-

tion and increasing fecundity on area : edge ratio

resulted from how these changes affected the likelihood

that offspring of a given reproducing shrub would

disperse to an uninvaded patch (defined as the total

number of times offspring landed on uninvaded patches

divided by the final number of reproducing shrubs;

hereafter relative uninvaded dispersal). Invasions be-

came more scattered as this value increased (Fig. 6).

Decreasing age at first reproduction allowed the

offspring of a shrub to become reproductive sooner

and to therefore compete with the parent shrub for

uninvaded patches to which their offspring could

disperse, which decreased relative uninvaded dispersal

from 1.75 6 0.02 to 1.51 6 0.02 (Wilcoxon rank sum

test, W¼ 0, P¼ 0.0002) and caused invasions to become

more clumped (area : edge ratio increased from ;3.9 to

;4.5; Table 3, Fig. 5A). In contrast, increasing fecundity

(i.e., independent dispersal events) increased the likeli-

hood that the offspring of a given shrub would disperse

further (mean maximum dispersal distance increased

from 3.19 6 0.03 to 7.78 6 0.13 m; Wilcoxon rank sum

test, W ¼ 100, P ¼ 0.0002) to an uninvaded patch

(relative uninvaded dispersal increased from 1.34 6 0.01

to 1.83 6 0.01; Wilcoxon rank sum test, W ¼ 100, P ¼
0.0002), thus causing invasions to become more

scattered (area : edge ratio decreased from ;4.6 to

;3.8; Table 3, Fig. 5B).

Invasional lag (Lag).—Nonparallel effects were

caused by the difference in how altering age at first

reproduction and fecundity affected the mean number of

shrubs waiting to become reproductive per year

FIG. 4. Conceptualization of invasional lag. The upper,
solid line is the theoretical relationship between square-root
transformed (Sqrt) invaded area and time that would occur in
the absence of an invasional lag. The lower, dashed line
represents the relationship if a lag occurs. The shaded region
represents the degree of the invasional lag (i.e., the deviation
between the theoretical and actual relationships). This deviation
is calculated annually and then averaged across all years to
estimate the number fewer than expected patches invaded per
year. Note that Scenario A exhibits more lag than does Scenario
B, despite the faster rate of spread, as measured by Time50 (the
number of years that it took for 50% of the woodland to become
invaded), in Scenario A.
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TABLE 3. Analysis of model outputs/response variables.

Model term df

Time50 Proprepr Area : edge ratio Lag

Pseudo-F P F P F P F P

Sqrt(Dist gap) 1 300.730 0.0001 227.270 ,0.0001 168.960 ,0.0001 3.73 0.056
Repro 2 3999.300 0.0001 550.704 ,0.0001 113.878 ,0.0001 45.39 ,0.0001
Fec 2 2725.000 0.0001 1743.590 ,0.0001 139.137 ,0.0001 102.40 ,0.0001
Disp 1 1.309 0.26 1.183 0.28 5.490 0.020 0.24 0.63
Loc 1 1472.900 0.0001 850.314 ,0.0001 588.175 ,0.0001 79.61 ,0.0001
Repro 3 Fec 4 103.570 0.0001 13.681 ,0.0001 7.658 ,0.0001 0.65 0.63
Repro 3 Disp 2 10.120 0.0001 0.219 0.80 0.083 0.92 1.10 0.33
Repro 3 Loc 2 55.280 0.0001 1.971 0.14 0.287 0.75 1.24 0.29
Fec 3 Disp 2 1.016 0.37 0.422 0.66 1.639 0.20 0.49 0.61
Fec 3 Loc 2 58.114 0.0001 23.200 ,0.0001 2.308 0.10 2.01 0.14
Disp 3 Loc 1 0.176 0.69 0.833 0.36 1.882 0.17 0.001 0.99
Residuals 339
Total 359

Notes: Abbreviations are Sqrt, square-root transformed; Dist gap, distance from the first invaded patch to the closest gap (m);
Repro, age at first reproduction; Fec, fecundity; Disp, dispersal; and Loc, initial establishment location. The number of years that it
took for 50% of the woodland to become invaded, Time50, was analyzed using permutational analysis of variance on Euclidean
distances among all simulation values (Anderson and Braak 2003). The proportion of invaded patches reproducing, Proprepr, was
analyzed using ANCOVA. Area : edge ratio values were square-root transformed and analyzed using a generalized linear model
that assumed an inverse Gaussian distribution (Faraway 2006). The number fewer than expected patches invaded per year, Lag,
was analyzed using an ANCOVA model that allowed for heterogeneous variances in residuals across levels of Repro, Fec, and Loc
(Zuur et al. 2009).

FIG. 5. Main effects of (A) age at first reproduction, (B) fecundity, (C) dispersal, and (D) initial establishment location. Bars
with different letters above varied significantly from one another as determined by permutational pairwise comparisons (P , 0.05;
Anderson et al. 2008). Note that the changes in age at first reproduction and fecundity that increased the rate of spread (decreased
Time50), produced different patterns of change in the remaining response variables (i.e., the proportion of invaded patches
reproducing, Proprepr, increased with earlier age at first reproduction but decreased with higher fecundity, etc.). Units for Lag are
the number fewer than expected patches invaded per year. Values are meansþ SE. GD indicates gap dependent.
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(hereafter Nr.shrubs), which was positively related to

Lag (Fig. 7). Decreasing age at first reproduction

decreased Nr.shrubs from 4728 6 40 to 4381 6 61

(7%; Wilcoxon rank sum test, W ¼ 8, P ¼ 0.0007),

causing Lag to decrease by 15% (Table 3, Fig. 5A). In

contrast, increasing fecundity, by increasing the number

of patches becoming invaded each year and thus

increasing Nr.shrubs from 3233 6 24 to 5164 6 38

(60%; Wilcoxon rank sum test, W ¼ 100, P , 0.0001),

caused Lag to increase by 24% (Table 3, Fig. 5B).

Objective 2: determining how canopy gaps influence

invasions by affecting age at first reproduction, fecundity,

and/or dispersal

Age at first reproduction and fecundity.—Gap-depen-

dent age at first reproduction and fecundity yielded rates

of spread (Time50) that were intermediate, and statisti-

cally different, from those that occurred when values for

these traits were constant at their two extremes (Table 3,

Fig. 5A and B). This result is not surprising, since the

algorithm for gap dependence caused these life-history

traits to vary spatially and temporally between these

extreme values. Similarly, gap-dependent fecundity

yielded intermediate values for the proportion of the

invasion reproducing, degree of scattering, and inva-

sional lag (Fig. 5B). Gap-dependent age at first

reproduction, however, yielded values for these same

response variables that were not intermediate, but were

equivalent to scenarios with late age of first reproduc-

tion (Fig. 5A). In order to determine if this unexpected

result was due to the amount of canopy openness in our

model, we conducted follow-up simulations in which we

held fecundity constant (12 offspring per year), but

varied age at first reproduction (early, late, and gap

dependent) and canopy openness (10% and 20% of

woodland; achieved by increasing both the percentage of

patches within canopy gaps at model setup from 10% to

20% and the rate of canopy-gap formation from 1% to

2% per year; 3 3 2 factorial design; N ¼ 60 follow-up

simulations). Patterns were similar at 10% and 20%

canopy openness (ANOVAs: F2,54 ¼ 0.032–0.261; P ¼
0.61–0.97), a range that brackets the natural variation

for this parameter found light-limited woodlands

(Runkle 1982). Thus the conclusion is robust, although

the mechanism by which this result emerged is not clear

without further simulations.

Dispersal.—Invasions with gap-dependent dispersal

differed very little from those with random dispersal.

The only main effect detected was on clumping:

invasions with gap-dependent dispersal were only 3%

more scattered (i.e., had slightly lower area : edge ratios)

than invasions with random dispersal (Table 3, Fig. 5C).

Follow-up simulations revealed that differences between

random and gap-dependent dispersal remained extreme-

ly small across the range of canopy openness found in

light-limited woodlands (Runkle 1982) (Appendix D).

Objective 3: Determining the effects of initial

establishment location on patterns of invasion

Invasions starting in the center and edge of the

woodland differed from one another in all response

variables (Table 3). Follow-up simulations in which we

varied initial establishment location (center and edge),

but held age at first reproduction and fecundity at

constant levels (6 years and 12 offspring per year,

respectively), revealed why these differences occurred (N

¼ 20 follow-up simulations).

The proportion of offspring that dispersed outside of

the woodland was 26 times greater in edge than in center

invasions (0.0082 6 0.0002 and 0.0003 6 0.0001,

respectively; F1,18 ¼ 345, P , 0.0001; GLM assuming

quasibinomial distribution), causing center invasions to

spread 23% faster than edge invasions (Fig. 5D).

FIG. 6. Negative relationship between the total number of
offspring landing on uninvaded patches throughout a simula-
tion relative to the final number of reproductive patches
(relative uninvaded dispersal) and area : edge ratio in follow-
up simulations (N¼ 60 follow-up simulations; Spearman’s rank
correlation coefficient, rho ¼�0.80; P , 0.0001).

FIG. 7. Positive relationship between the number of shrubs
(i.e., invaded patches) waiting to become reproductive per year
(Nr.shrubs) and Lag in follow-up simulations. Units for Lag
are the number fewer than expected patches invaded per year.
For this figure, N¼ 60 follow-up simulations, rho¼ 0.79, P ,
0.0001.
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These faster rates of spread allowed the mean age of

invaded patches at Time50 to be younger in center

invasions than in edge invasions (9.7 6 0.1 and 12.6 6

0.2 yr, respectively; Wilcoxon rank sum test, W¼ 0, P¼
0.0002), which caused the proportion of invaded patches

reproducing (Proprepr) in center invasions to be 0.08 less

than in edge invasions (Fig. 5D).

Two mechanisms caused center invasions to be 24%

more scattered (i.e., have lower area : edge ratios) than

edge invasions (Fig. 5D). First, center invasions spread

in all directions, whereas edge invasions spread along a

single front (Fig. 1), which allowed the offspring of

center invasions to disperse to uninvaded patches more

frequently than did the offspring of edge invasions

(relative uninvaded dispersal for center and edge

invasions ¼ 1.65 6 0.01 and 1.45 6 0.02, respectively;

Wilcoxon rank sum test, W ¼ 100, P ¼ 0.0002).

Secondly, many shrubs bordered the smooth woodland

border in edge invasions (Fig. 1), causing the area : edge

ratios of edge invasion to increase (i.e., to be more

clumped) relative to center invasions.

Finally, because center invasions expanded in all

directions, while edge invasions largely expanded to one

side (Fig. 1), there were more shrubs waiting to become

reproductive per year in center invasions (4555 6 40)

than in edge invasions (3822 6 32; Wilcoxon rank sum

test, W ¼ 100, P , 0.0001), which caused center

invasions to exhibit 12% more Lag (Fig. 5D).

General model behavior

Regardless of levels of age at first reproduction,

fecundity, dispersal, or initial establishment location,

all invasions exhibited several similar patterns: (1) The

slow rates of spread across all simulations (28–149 years)

in relation to the relatively much smaller ages at first

reproduction (three to eight years) caused the proportion

of invaded patches reproducing to be high in all

simulations (0.48–0.88). (2) Because all invaded patches

had to wait at least three years to reproduce and the

number of invaded patches waiting to become reproduc-

tive per year was positively related to Lag, all simulations

exhibited substantial invasional lags (869–3091 fewer

than expected patches invaded per year). (3) Most

response variables co-varied (Fig. 8). As rate of spread

increased (i.e., Time50 decreased), Proprepr decreased and

invasions became more scattered (i.e., area : edge ratio

decreased; Fig. 8A and B). As Proprepr increased,

invasions became more clumped (i.e., area : edge ratio

increased) and Lag decreased (Fig. 8D and E). As

invasions became more scattered, Lag increased (Fig.

8F). Time50 and Lag, however, were not correlated (Fig.

8C).

DISCUSSION

Model utility

Our model, which represents a novel approach to

modeling shrub invasions, has provided new insights

into the invasions by exotic shrubs into light-limited

FIG. 8. Relationships among response variables as revealed by Spearman rho ranked correlations. (A) Time50 vs. Proprepr rho¼
0.25, P , 0.0001. (B) Time50 vs. area : edge ratio rho¼ 0.19, P¼ 0.0003. (C) Time50 vs. Lag rho¼�0.05, P¼ 0.33. (D) Proprepr vs.
area : edge ratio rho¼ 0.81, P , 0.0001. (E) Proprepr vs. Lag rho¼�0.68, P , 0.0001. (F) area : edge ratio vs. Lag rho¼�0.64, P ,
0.0001.
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woodlands. First, it allowed us to determine how

empirically derived estimates of life-history traits, and

the influence of canopy gaps on these life-history traits

and on dispersal, likely affect invasions starting both at

the center and edge of woodlands. To the best of our

knowledge, this is the first investigation in which the

effects of these factors on woodland-shrub invasions

have been modeled simultaneously. Second, the model-

ing approach permits a level of systematic control of

these factors that is not feasible in empirical investiga-

tions of slow-growing invasive shrubs. Third, by not

assuming constant rates of intrinsic growth or diffusion,

this model has generated new insights into the mecha-

nisms that affect specific invasion characteristics (Caplat

et al. 2012). Fourth, since the model was developed

using the easily learned NetLogo language (Railsback

and Grimm 2012), it can be utilized readily by others

who want to explore, and expand upon, our research

findings.

Developing models of ecological systems for which

critical data are lacking, and whose dynamics are poorly

understood, can generate new hypotheses, identify

future research needs, and inform management (Holling

1978, Starfield and Bleloch 1986, Caplat et al. 2012).

However, one must first confirm that model outputs

sufficiently resemble real-world patterns (Rykiel 1996).

Our model satisfies this requirement. All simulated

invasions had slow rates of spread (28–149 years), high

proportions of reproducing patches (0.48–0.88), high

levels of invasional lag (869–3091 fewer than expected

patches invaded per year), and they varied spatially

(area : edge ratios ranged from 2.56 to 7.30). These

patterns are observed for invasions by exotic shrubs and

other woody species into woodlands (Ingold and Cray-

craft 1983, Archibold et al. 1997, Frappier et al. 2003,

Wangen and Webster 2006, Martin et al. 2009),

confirming our model’s high level of ‘‘qualitative

validity’’ (sensu Sargent 1984) and thus its ability to

derive such inferences.

Ecological insights and future research needs

Interactions among factors.—Although many interac-

tions among our investigated factors were statistically

significant, the interaction effects were very small and

likely of little importance to either the basic under-

standing or management of exotic shrubs (at least at the

spatial and temporal scales of our investigation). The

high amount of replication in our simulations may

explain why such small interaction effects were even

statistically detectable. The relative unimportance of

interactions in our model contrasts with prior simula-

tions of plant invasions that found interactions among

species traits and disturbance to be as large as main

effects (Higgins et al. 1996, Higgins and Richardson

1998, 1999). These opposite patterns may reflect the

different number of patches in each model (;100 000 in

our model vs. ;20 000 or 60 000 in the model developed

by Higgins and colleagues). If so, interaction effects

might have been larger if tested for earlier in our

simulations when fewer patches were invaded. These

differences in model behaviors support the conclusion of

Higgins and Richardson (1998) that broad generaliza-

tions about what drives plant invasions cannot be made

across all types of invasions.

Mechanisms regulating invasion characteristics.—Our

model generated hypotheses about mechanisms that

define specific characteristics of woodland shrub inva-

sion. While some of these hypotheses were straightfor-

ward and intuitive (e.g., decreasing age at first

reproduction or increasing fecundity increased rates of

spread; or increased rates of spread also decreased the

proportion of reproducing patches by allowing invasions

to be younger by the time they spread to 50% of the

woodland), others were less obvious. For example, our

model revealed two potential mechanisms by which

invasions become more scattered. First, increasing age at

first reproduction increased scatter by allowing repro-

ducing patches to produce more offspring before these

offspring themselves became reproductive and started to

compete with the parent patch for uninvaded patches to

which their offspring could disperse. Second, increasing

fecundity (i.e., the number of independent dispersal

events per year) increased scatter by increasing dispersal

distances, which led to more offspring dispersing to

uninvaded patches. Therefore, our model suggests that

invasions with fewer reproducing individuals and/or

higher levels of fruit production will become more

scattered.

Our model also revealed a potential mechanism to

explain the invasional lags exhibited by exotic shrubs

and other woody invaders (Frappier et al. 2003, Wangen

and Webster 2006). We discovered that Lag is strongly

related to the number of invaded patches waiting to

become reproductive per year. Therefore, invasional lags

may simply result from the late ages at which exotic

shrubs reproduce. This conclusion has empirical support

(Wangen and Webster 2006) and suggests that invasive

shrubs with even later reproductive ages (e.g., R.

cathartica; [Godwin 1943, Gourley 1985, Grubb et al.

1999]) will exhibit even greater invasional lag. The

exponential decay function that we used to model

dispersal, and the fact that we initiated invasions in a

single patch, may also have contributed to invasional lag

in our simulations (Hastings 1996), although the

contribution of these factors to invasional lag remains

untested.

Variation in life-history traits.—Most invasion char-

acteristics were highly sensitive to changes in age at first

reproduction and fecundity across the range of variation

in these life-history traits reported in the ecological

literature (e.g., Godwin 1936, 1943, Gourley 1985,

Medan 1994, Deering and Vankat 1999, Grubb et al.

1999, Silander and Klepeis 1999). This sensitivity

supports the hypothesis, proposed for other types of

invasive plants (Higgins et al. 1996), that life-history

traits are central in explaining patterns of exotic-shrub
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invasions. Variability in invasion patterns would likely

be even greater when life-history traits vary more than

what we modeled (e.g., R. cathartica; [Godwin 1943,

Gourley 1985, Grubb et al. 1999]). Most importantly,

these findings reveal the need to determine the factors

that influence these life-history traits. Determining the

relationships between these traits and soil characteristics

hypothesized to promote woodland plant invasions (e.g.,

Cassidy et al. 2004, Howard et al. 2004, Gilbert and

Lechowicz 2005, Gilliam 2006, Iannone 2013) would be

a logical first step.

While earlier age at first reproduction and increased

fecundity both doubled rates of spread, similar changes

in these life-history traits had nonparallel effects on all

other invasion characteristics. Thus, two life-history

traits that are central in regulating rates of spread

influenced other invasion characteristics differently.

Such unexpected results are precisely the kind of

insights, or emergent properties, that IBMs can generate

(Grimm and Railsback 2005), which can lead to a

deeper understanding of biological invasions (Caplat et

al. 2012).

The effect of canopy gaps.—The importance of small-

scale disturbances in facilitating invasions is well known

(Pickett and White 1985, Hobbs and Huenneke 1992).

Our model revealed that the small-scale disturbance of

canopy gaps is no different. Canopy gaps facilitated

invasion (i.e., increased rates of spread) when shrubs

growing in gaps reproduced earlier and/or had more

offspring relative to shrubs growing beneath closed

canopies. This finding, coupled with the observation in

nature that exotic shrubs growing in gaps exhibit earlier

reproduction and higher fecundity (Silander and Klepeis

1999, Burnham and Lee 2010), suggests that canopy

gaps are facilitating invasions. Shrubs growing near gaps

or woodland edges would also likely benefit from

increased light availability (Matlack 1993). For simplic-

ity, however, the model assumed that they did not, and

therefore likely underestimates the amount by which

canopy gaps facilitate invasion. Based on this evidence,

determining the precise relationship between light

availability and life-history traits will refine our under-

standing of how canopy gaps facilitate shrub invasions,

improving our ability to predict rate and patterns of

spread.

Gap-related biases in bird dispersal of seeds are

hypothesized to affect shrub invasions (Bartuszevige and

Gorchov 2006, McCay and McCay 2009). Surprisingly,

simulating these biases in our model revealed no such

effect. Follow-up simulations further revealed the

robustness of this finding across the range of canopy

openness found in light-limited woodlands (Runkle

1982). The differences that did occur between gap-

dependent and random dispersal were extremely small

PLATE 1. Invasive shrubs form dense thickets in woodland understories (upper right, Berberis thunbergii thicket; lower right,
Lonicera maackii thicket). (Upper left) Canopy gaps may affect woodland shrub invasions via (1) their posistive effects on life-
histor traits (i.e., decreasing reproductive age and increasing fruit producation [center panel, lower left]) and (2) via their effects on
seed dispersal, for which birds are a major vector (left and right panels, lower left). Photo credits: images in first two panels (left to
right) of the lower left taken by Lisa Culp; image in third panel of lower left taken by Jane and John Balaban; all other images taken
by B. V. Iannone III.
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and likely of little importance to invasion dynamics or

management, at least at the temporal and spatial scales

of our investigation. Given the importance of rare, long-

distance dispersal events to the spread of species

(Higgins and Richardson 1999, Myers et al. 2004,

Trakhtenbrot et al. 2005, Nehrbass et al. 2007), it is

likely that gap-related biases in dispersal do influence

invasion patterns of exotic shrubs, but at larger spatial

scales. Additionally, gap-dependent dispersal assumed

that canopy gaps only affected dispersal direction, but

not dispersal distance. Therefore, investigations are

needed to determine the extent to which canopy gaps

may affect localized invasion patterns by influencing

dispersal distance. When canopy gaps were allowed to

affect fecundity, values for the proportion of patches

reproducing, the degree of scattering, and invasional

lags were intermediate between values generated by

temporally and spatially constant levels of fecundity that

reflected the extremes of natural variation in this life-

history trait. In contrast, intermediate values for these

characteristics did not result when canopy gaps influ-

enced age at first reproduction; levels were similar for

gap dependent and late age at first reproduction.

Furthermore, this similarity was robust across the range

of canopy openness found in light-limited woodlands

(Runkle 1982). These results, combined with the

extremely small effects of gap-dependent dispersal,

suggest that canopy gaps affect invasion more by

influencing fruit production than by influencing either

reproductive age or dispersal, at least at the spatial scale

and levels of canopy openness tested in our model.

Center vs. edge invasions.—Invasions starting at the

woodland center spread more rapidly, had fewer

reproducing patches, were more scattered, and exhibited

greater invasional lag than did those starting at the

woodland edge. The fact that edge invasions exhibited

less invasional lag may provide an alternative explana-

tion to one based on gap/edge-related biases in seed

dispersal (Bartuszevige and Gorchov 2006, McCay and

McCay 2009) for why exotic shrubs occur at higher

densities along woodland edges than in woodland

interiors (Luken and Goessling 1995). Such alternative

explanations are necessary, since gap-related dispersal

biases affected model outcomes very little. The fact that

interactions between initial establishment location and

other factors were so small, even when statistically

significant, reveals that variation in these factors affects

invasions starting at the center or edge of woodlands in

basically similar manners.

Implications for management

Since many shrub species are currently invading

North American woodlands (Harrington and Howell

1990, Martin et al. 2009), land managers are likely

contending with multiple invasions. The results of this

model can help to deal with this challenge, by guiding

managers on how to best prioritize management and

control efforts given their limited resources.

While all the response variables we measured need

consideration when managing woodland shrub inva-

sions, the one that is arguably the most relevant to

control within individual woodlands (i.e., the scale of

our investigation) is rate of spread. The nearly twofold

increase in rates of spread due to early reproduction and

high fecundity suggests that managers should prioritize

removal efforts to focus on those species (or invasions of

a given species) known to reproduce earlier or to

produce the most fruit relative to the other species (or

invasions) they are managing. Finally, when the focus of

management is at the localized scale, and the area being

managed is surrounded by habitat that is not suitable for

exotic-shrub establishment (e.g., parking lots or other

development), invasions within woodland interiors

should receive priority over edge invasions for removal,

since center invasions spread more rapidly.

Two management recommendations can be drawn

from our finding that canopy gaps facilitate the spread

of exotic shrubs. First, since shrubs growing in more-

open environments likely contribute the most to spread,

managers should prioritize monitoring and removal

efforts in gaps over areas beneath closed canopies, as

well as in more-open woodlands compared to those with

mostly closed canopies. Secondly, managers attempting

to increase the recruitment of understory plants or

particular tree species via canopy thinning (Trombulak

1996, Albrecht and McCarthy 2006) must be aware that

doing so may also facilitate the spread of exotic shrubs

(Whitfeld et al. 2013).

The relationships among the four response variables

in our model reveal that management strategies that

only consider rates of spread, and not other invasion

characteristics, may be of limited utility in controlling

spread. For example, invasions with slower rates of

spread had higher proportions of reproducing patches,

suggesting that slow-spreading invasions not slated for

removal will remain a consistent source of seed, and thus

a consistent contributor to landscape spread (Higgins

and Richardson 1999). Additionally, since values of life-

history traits for exotic shrubs are highly variable

(Godwin 1943, Gourley 1985, Medan 1994, Deering

and Vankat 1999, Grubb et al. 1999, Silander and

Klepeis 1999) and this variability results in very different

rates of spread, managers cannot assume that the slow

rates of spread occurring for a particular species at one

location will be universal (i.e., a slow-spreading invasion

in one woodland may spread to, and expand rapidly in,

another woodland).

The multiple relationships involving invasional lags

merit close consideration, as they can help to identify

which seemingly harmless species will eventually become

problematic (Crooks 2005, Wangen and Webster 2006).

First, the actual absence of a relationship between rates

of spread and lags means that managers cannot use

current rates of spread to predict future ones, and that

invasions appearing to be static or slow spreading may

not remain so. Secondly, the relationship between
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invasional lag and area : edge ratios suggests that as

invasions become more scattered they not only become

more difficult to eradicate (Zamora et al. 1989), but also

more likely to expand unpredictably. Managers may be

able to reduce unexpected expansions by inspecting

invasions for increases in rates of spread or degree of

scattering relative to preceding growing seasons, and

then focusing control efforts on invasions where such

changes occur. Such control actions can also help to

reduce satellite populations that can contribute to

spread (Auld and Coote 1980, Mack 1985, Moody and

Mack 1988). Research into factors that regulate rates of

spread at the earliest stages of invasion, and how these

initial rates relate to later, and typically faster, rates of

spread, can further assist in understanding invasional

lags, and help to identify those situations where inva-

sional lags are most likely (Hastings 1996).

Potential improvements to model utility

The model presented here allowed us to generate new

hypotheses, identify research needs, and formulate

management recommendations that could not have been

generated from purely mathematical models, or even

short-term empirical studies, thus illustrating the direct

utility of IBMs to the understanding and management of

exotic plant invasions (Caplat et al. 2012). Nonetheless,

future adjustments to our model may increase its utility.

First, simulations with gap-dependent dispersal took ;2

h to run on remote computers (i.e., were computation-

ally costly), whereas simulations with random dispersal

only took ;2 to 10 min to run on a personal computer.

Given the relative unimportance of gap-dependent

dispersal, assuming random dispersal in future investi-

gations would increase the model’s utility by allowing

users to run simulations quickly on personal computers.

Second, our code for canopy-gap dynamics (Supplement

and Appendices B and C), by assuming that gaps were

elliptical, was complex. Since the dimensions and

directionalities of canopy gaps were chosen at random,

similar results may have occurred had we assumed that

canopy gaps were circles. Doing so would reduce the

complexity of our code and possibly decrease simulation

times. Before making this modification, however, one

must first confirm whether or not this change would alter

model outcomes.
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SUPPLEMENTAL MATERIAL

Appendix A

Model description using the ODD protocol (Ecological Archives A024-028-A1).

Appendix B

Model pseudo code (Ecological Archives A024-028-A2).

Appendix C

Explanation of how canopy gap (ellipse) dimensions were selected (Ecological Archives A024-028-A3).

Appendix D

Results pertaining to interactions among levels of age of first reproduction, fecundity, dispersal, and initial establishment
location (Ecological Archives A024-028-A4).

Supplement

NetLogo file containing model interface and computer code (Ecological Archives A024-028-S1).
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